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SIENNA NDI Processing Engine

Abstract 

NDI Inferred Routing 

The NDI (Network Device Interface) protocol has delivered broadcasters and video 
professionals with a practical, and useful mechanism to connect video software and 
hardware on a local area network, and in the cloud.  Broad format integration combined with 
simple and reliable stream routing and monitoring has lead to demands for adoption of NDI 
within traditional MPEG TS workflows such as master control and stream distribution. 

This white paper describes a technical mechanism to deliver transparent NDI based routing 
and monitoring to MPEG TS based workflows, using NDI Inferred Routing technology. 
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The Challenge 

NDI Inferred Routing 

At the present time, MPEG Streams can contain complex metadata and stream constructs 
which are outside of the scope of NDI, and as such NDI cannot transparently carry all the 
data from some MPEG streams. In the same way that a traditional SDI MCR may struggle to 
propagate a transport stream which has multiple Video tracks, so NDI will face the same 
challenges.  This also goes deeper into may other aspects of MPEGTS such as SCTE, 
Closed Captions, multi language audio streams etc.  Most MCR workflows will be dealing 
with ‘finished’ complete MPEG streams which may contain complex specific metadata, PID 
IDs, audio video multiplexes etc which must be preserved transparently.  

These facts mean that whilst MPEGTS workflows are crying out for the flexibility NDI offers in 
terms of signal routing and monitoring, it is not practical at present to convert MPEG streams 
into NDI, for passage through MCR, and then convert back to MPEG on output distribution 
from the MCR.  

The eternal “Square Peg in a Round Hole” Problem 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The Solution 
NDI Inferred Routing 

Since 2018, Sienna has been attempting to resolve this challenge by extending NDI to carry 
all manner of MPEG TS type content such as C708 captions, and SCTE-35.  These 
extension to NDI are documented with recommended practice publications hosted at: 

http://sienna.tv/ndi/ndimetadatastandards.html 

These techniques allow for enhanced exchange and carriage of complex metadata within an 
NDI Based workflow, but due to the scope and potential complexity of the MPEG TS 
specification and its mature use in broadcast,  it is common that we are still unable to 
transparently replicate a source MPEG TS after a journey via NDI. Long term, perhaps this will 
change, but for now, a pragmatic solution is required - NDI Inferred Routing. 

NDI Inferred Routing works using the NDI Source Technical Information metadata standard 
RP-NDI-SRCINFO_2020_08 using the <SRC_TECHNICAL_INFO> as NDI connection 
metadata for the NDI stream created when converting the source MPEG TS. This delivers an 
NDI Stream with the best effort representation of the stream for monitoring, alarms etc, but 
which retains a technical reference to the original unaltered transport stream. This NDI 
Connection metadata is also carried through the NDI Routing process and can be picked up 
by a special NDI Source Stream Repeater on the output side of the MCR.  Any source NDI 
stream may be routed to the repeater which then uses the attached connection metadata to 
identify the original MPEG TS for the routed NDI Stream, and simply replicates that on 
another identical MPEG TS, with a different stream address. 
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Considerations and Caveats 
NDI Inferred Routing 

Whilst this solution seems very simple, there are some important considerations and caveats 
which limit the scope of this mechanism to systems which have been qualified to operation in 
this manner. 

The most important consideration is that the stream which is delivered by the NDI Source 
Stream Repeater *will change* its nature as routing instructions are received. Specifically a 
replicated stream which contained MPEG TS packets from a given MPEG TS Source stream 
will suddenly change to contain MPEG TS packets from a different source stream. The 2 
streams may have different codecs, PIDs, and critically PCR times. 

Any MPEG TS receiver MUST be ready and prepared to deal with this content jump and 
properly respond to it, perhaps by restarting decoding or other processes. The possibility of a 
jump in PCR time is a very important caveat since this effectively makes time move 
backwards which can be extremely problematic for some MPEGTS systems. 

However, this mechanism is designed to be used in a very controlled workflow where all 
source streams may share the same encoding profile, and are all using current time of day 
PCR. In this case, compatibility with existing MPEG TS downstream systems should be 
significantly simplified. 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Available Technologies 
NDI Inferred Routing 

The Sienna ND Processing Engine and NDI Router have become the core of most 
sophisticated NDI based workflows across a number of industries, and are the mechanism 
for delivering the NDI Inferred Routing Workflow as show below: 
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Sienna ND Processing Engine 
The ND Processing engine is Sienna’s virtual modular terminal frame glue processing 
architecture. It includes modules which can decode transport streams into NDI whilst 
decorating them with NDI Source Metadata.  It can also encode transport streams whilst 
providing companion NDI reference streams including the Source Metadata. Finally the ND 
Processing Engine includes the NDI Source Stream Repeater which closes the loop, re-
emitting the source MPEGTS following the NDI Routing infrastructure. 

Sienna NDI Router 
The NDI Router is Sienna’s NDI Video analogue to traditional SDI facility routers. Employing 
the same concept, same support for physical and virtual router panels and same support for 
automation control protocols the NDI Router is an essential part of any sophisticated NDI 
workflow. 

Development Status 
The ND Processing engine and NDI Router deliver the functionality described in this 
document and are complete and shipping for Ubuntu 20.04LTS, operable on prem or in any 
of the major cloud platforms. 

Further functionality is in development, and Sienna is accepting commissions for custom 
modules, workflow consultancy design and implementation. 

For More Information: 

For Sienna ND Infrastructure contact: 

Gallery SIENNA, UK 

sales@sienna.tv 

+44 208 340 5677 

http://Sienna.tv/ndi 

NDI is a trademark of NewTek Inc.
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